AN EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURAL ANALYZER
This three-bank subtle energy powerhouse includes everything needed for the daily management of
agricultural assets, including crops, water, feed, seed, herds and other livestock.


Standard: 360 degree rate dial on Bank 3
allows exploration of the full scalar waveform



Standard: Beautiful oak cabinet.



Standard: Cutting-edge silver Sephorah
geomantic signal multiplier increases
effectiveness in the face of fluctuating magnetic
fields.



Standard: Integrated phase array antenna
increases broadcast power while maximizing
reaction plate sensitivity.



Standard: Large secondary coil antenna
driven by 4 stage amplifier.



Standard: Parallel plate capacitors generate
analog scalar wavelengths as accurate as
the sensitivity of the operator with no lost
harmonics.



Standard: Make your own liquid and solid
potencies with the integrated Electronic
Potentizer.



Standard: 10X intensity dial delivers
exceptional precision detection.



Standard: Flexible 12 to 300 Hour Adjustable Timer eliminates danger of over balancing.



Standard: Deliver pulsed or continuous ELF frequencies at 7.83 Hz, 8.0 Hz, 9.0 Hz or 10.0 Hz with the flip
of a switch, or add an external signal generator using the shielded BNC input port.



Standard: Detect and/or monitor interference fields using the Null Field Detector.



Standard: Clear residual scalar and other waveforms with the integrated magnetic clearing circuit.

WORKSTATION
THE WORKSTATION
THE

LARGE AGRICULTURAL ANALYZER………………………..……….……$4,850.00
(with Pyrex input and imprint wells)……………………..……….……$5,000.00

Upgrade: Every Workstation agricultural radionic analyzer comes equipped with a factory-installed 32 Phase (4
plate) Phase Array Antenna! Save big by upgrading to a 40 or 48 phase array at the time of purchase:
Integrated Phase
Array
32 Phase
40 Phase
48 Phase

Parallel
Plates
4
5
6

Phase Array Price
no charge
$75
$150

Use with External
Phase Array Antenna
32 Phase (4 plate)
64 Phase (8 plate)
40 Phase (5 plate)
80 Phase (10 plate)
48 Phase (6 plate)
96 Phase (12 plate)

The Kelly Research Technologies Guarantee
All Kelly Research Technology radionic analyzers, subsystems and devices are covered by our 100% satisfaction guarantee.
Send your purchase back undamaged within 30 days and we will refund your money, no questions asked.
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